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IMPORTANT
DATES
 Aug. 2 - Bl. Augustus Czartoryski
 Aug. 5 - FMA First Profession, Newton, NJ
 Aug. 15 - SDB First Professions; FMA Perpetual Profession
 Aug. 26 - Bl. Zephyrinus
Namuncurá
 Sept. 6 - SDB Jubilees, Stony
Point
 Sept. 22 - Bl. Jose Calasanz &
Henry Saiz and 93 Companion Martyrs

teach them about Don Bosco
and the Salesian Family.
Then these young people will
choose their vocation, to become either SDB, FMA, Cooperators… etc., or to live their
life in a Salesian style with
Dear Salesian Family,
other young people and with
Dear leaders responsible for people around them. This is
Salesian Family groups,
how this “circle” remains alive
First of all, I send you all and widens, by involving ever
warm greetings and would more people.
like to assure you that you
are always present in my
prayers and intentions during these times of tough challenge linked to the “Corona”
virus. It is because of the
Coronavirus that we were not
able to come together in Tu- I am often asked how the Past
rin for the annual meeting of Pupils belong to the Salesian
the [SF World] Advisory Family. When we were stuCouncil that for me is a time dents or lived at Salesian
of blessing and inspiration. schools and works, we were
So let me share with you my the ones who were trained and
feelings and some ideas educated. From the moment
through this letter, given that we leave these environments
we have no possibility of and become Past Pupils, we
meeting in person this year.
have to look for a way to reThis year -2020- is important main close to Don Bosco and
for the Past Pupils because it contribute, in our lives, to
is the year when we celebrate making this "circle" of the Sathe 150 years of our existence lesian Family grow more and
as Past Pupils of Don Bosco more. I am convinced that we
[since Carlo Gastini brought are invited to support the oththe gift of “tazzine” (coffee er members of the Salesian
cups) to Don Bosco]. Now is Family but also to educate
the time for us to reflect on: ourselves and be educators for
who we are and how we share others along with the SDB,
Cooperators,
VDB,
in the Salesian Family which FMA,
we have been part of for 150 CDB… I see that this is of
years. I see the Salesian huge importance for the Past
Family as being a little bit Pupils – developing their
like a “magic” circle in which sense of professionalism and
the Salesians and all the Sa- competence and testifying in
lesian spiritual groups help everyday life and our society,
young people to grow and even on the smallest occa-

sions, to our motto that is
also the title of this year’s
Strenna: “being good Christians and upright citizens”. I
am convinced that it is our
vocation to struggle openly,
publicly, against injustice,
superficiality, indifference.
Our professionalism allows
us to be present at various
levels in public life, as well
as in personal life, to bear
witness to the importance
and meaning of being Don
Bosco's children.
Dear members of the Salesian Family, we feel that you
are an important part of our
life as tutors, teachers, educators, mentors and spiritual
guides. A child, even when
grown up, needs their father
and so we need our heavenly
father. But above all we need
you in order to be active and
effective thanks to your vocation. We need your spirituality and support to always
remain on the right path, to
be able to remain always
attentive to what is right
and do so with humility.
Together, we have an incredible variety of means to reform the world around us,
following in the footsteps of
Don Bosco. You have the
strength and values of Don
Bosco that circulate in your
veins, we have his joy and
enormous potential in our
families, in our work, in our
projects. Only if we walk
together, side by side, towards the future, will we be
able to support and develop
the Salesian Family.
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1

Please remember these words: we
need you, your heart, your prayers,
your example and your company. At
the same time, we offer you our professional skills and talents to support
your service together with ours. I ask
you to use our offer to help us better
live out our vocation and our mission
as Past Pupils. I am convinced that
we all have a mutual need: just as you
need young people to carry out your
Salesian Mission, you also need us
Past Pupils as your partners and supporters to be able to fulfil it today as
well, in the 21st century.
I ask you to take this intuition into
consideration, this image of the future
for all of us, which I, we, the Past Pupils can have. Together, I ask you to
let us know how you see us, how you
would like us to be and what you need
from us. Let us know what you want
to give us so that all of us, in this
open dialogue and discussion can
form a real, living and meaningful
family of our father, Don Bosco.

Don Bosco: the Italian version is in
print and we are proceeding with its
translation into many languages to
gain wide diffusion. Together with the
book we are designing a statue or monument of Carlo to place in a suitable
spot in Valdocco.

The book on Alberto
Marvelli: another well
-known past pupil is
an Italian Blessed
who is a great example for us Past Pupils
on how to be good
Christians and upright citizens. The
Past Pupils of Malta, together with the
World Presidency, have prepared a
beautiful book on Alberto which is
about to be translated into many languages and soon published.

We are also preparing a publication
on 150 outstanding figures amongst
the Past Pupils. Along with Carlo Gastini and Alberto Marvelli there are
many other Past Pupils who can be of
inspiration and model by their lives
You have already been invited to give and we would like to recognize them
us your considerations through one of with an e-book with 150 profiles.
our initiatives for the year of our JuThe 150 best projects. Not only peobilee, the Questionnaire 2020 which
ple, but also projects and initiatives
contains some fundamental questions
deserve to be recognized to inspire Past
for the Past Pupils of the 21st centuPupils and the Salesian Family. In conry. Those who have not yet replied are
sideration of the 150th anniversary of
invited to read it and give us an anthe Past Pupils, we are also preparing
swer. To all others let me express my
this publication on 150 initiatives: good
sincere thanks for your interesting
and well-motivated projects that come
and valuable replies. We have prefrom Past Pupils all over the world.
pared numerous other initiatives to
They will serve to spread and express
celebrate our 150th year and the 2020
our thanks to Don Bosco and to motiJubilee. Together with the questionvate and inspire other Past Pupils.
naire and the distribution of the Rector Major's Strenna for 2020 to all the Last of all a gift: 150th anniversary
Past Pupils, we are working on 5 coffee cups. We have created 150 special and exclusive gift boxes. Since the
main projects:
first Past Pupils offered Don Bosco a
The book on Carlo
service of coffee cups on 24 June 1870,
Gastini and the statwe made high quality cups with the
ue or monument: our
150th anniversary logo and placed
fellow past pupil Serthem in a fine wooden box together
gi Rodriguez has prewith a pack of coffee, result of the DI
pared an excellent
BOSCo project - Past pupils coffee. Cofstudy on Carlo Gastifee is used to show the fruit of our coni who is the recogoperation and our growth over these
nized first Past Pupil
150 years: it is the first coffee blend
and first President of
created thanks to an international prothe Past Pupils of

ject of Past Pupils from Europe and Asia
under the name "Gastini blend". We are
about to make an offer for the sale of
each package at the basic price of €150
with the aim of collecting funds for social and educational projects by Past
Pupils in agriculture in America, Africa
and Asia. This is the way you too can
support this magnificent project and
participate in our celebrations. In addition to your prayers, we invite you to
express your interest in the gift packs,
which will be numbered, for your group,
also with the aim of supporting this project dedicated to the education of young
coffee and cocoa farmers around the
world with the offer of €150, or more,
according to your intentions. If you are
interested, please write to:
tazzine150@exallievi.org

Feel that you are welcome to share in
all our plans and initiatives over this
year and I hope that you can sense our
joy and gratitude to Don Bosco for these
150 years. For the Past Pupils it is a
blessing to be alive at this special time
and to be able to see how Don Bosco’s
dreams are being realized every day.
I pray for all of you and for our precious
Family and especially for those among
you who represent you in your group.
May Don Bosco and the Holy Spirit give
us all the strength and wisdom to be
truly great leaders towards those to
whom we dedicate our service.
Yours in Don Bosco

Michal Hort
President of the World Confederation of
the Past Pupils of Don Bosco
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TO EDUCATE LIKE DON BOSCO
TO COMMUNICATE
through dialogue
With Don Bosco’s Heart
It would be easy to document the results of Don Bosco's communicative "charisma" with a wealth of evidence. Let us limit
ourselves to verifying the "refraction" of his word through a passage from a letter from a forty-year-old Past Pupil from
Valdocco, a professional soldier: “My beloved Don Bosco, it seems you have every right to be upset with me, yes, but also believe
that I have always loved you and I always will love you: I take great comfort in you and admire your deeds from afar; never did
I speak nor did I allow myself to hear you spoken of badly - I always defended you. I knew that you could turn my soul around;
I was confused, ecstatic, and electrified by your reasonings; they were strong and deeply felt: they bewildered me to the point that
I was dazzled when I realized that you have always loved me profoundly. Yes, O dear Don Bosco… no one more than you
understands and knows my heart and could decide. I end here: advise me, love me, forgive me. I send you a kiss from my heart
and I make a profession of faith that I love you ...” (Ricerche Storiche Salesiane, vol. 11 (1987) pp.365-368).
Reflection
The sore spot
The greatest difficulty the educator may encounter is perhaps that of being able to communicate adequately, given and granted
that generational conflicts are a constant in the history of education. Today, then, for a variety of reasons, communication seems
to be the sore spot of interaction not only between generations, but also between individuals, between spouses, and between
institutions and their recipients. Communication seems confused, jumbled, and open to ambiguity thanks to excess noise,
multiplicity of messages, and the lack of harmony between the transmitter and the receiver. The Preventive System offers
useful indications in this regard.
Don Bosco: Model communicator
Knowing the facts, it can be said that he was "a great communicator", whether he was speaking to the young in his little
evening sermons, giving his famous “parolina all’orecchio” to them individually in the courtyard, giving conferences to the
general public in Italy, France, or Spain, speaking with people from all social strata, or, finally, conveying his thoughts in his
tireless activity as a writer and publisher.
For an educational interaction that would be good, based on an empathic style of presence, two-fold communication is required:
both by persons and by the place.
The Person
First of all, whoever wishes to be an educator like Don Bosco must hone his/her innate skills of expression, use a plurality of
communication styles, promote face-to-face dialogue also through non-verbal communication factors, even going so far as to
make one’s whole life a "communication situation". The spoken word, in fact, always interacts with other non-verbal factors
(behaviors, attitudes, gestures, operative decisions, facial expressions, the choice of the most suitable places and times to
communicate, etc.). Often, these speak louder than the words themselves. In each case they contribute to the outcome of the
communication. Traditional methods such as modern audio-visual communication media create interactive contact. The
important thing is that communication never be blocked by waiting for “perfect” readiness on the part of the young person to
open up and overcome misunderstandings, preconceptions, mistrust, and fears.
The Place
In the belief that preventive education is also the result of the place (understood as the whole array of people, institutions, and
buildings) the adult educator, as far as possible, prepares one that is morally healthy and ideally irreproachable. The series of
messages on the walls of Valdocco were transformed into a code that allowed young people to understand what quality of life
was asked of them. The very active youth associations of Don Bosco's houses moved in the same direction.
Communicator-acrobat, communicator-priest, communicator-builder of churches, communicator-founder of schools, and
communicator-writer-publisher, Don Bosco builds his masterpiece at the Valdocco Oratory, which is an “integrated system of
school, work, leisure, and religion; an exuberant life-space; a center of useful, joyful, cultural and educational activities; a perfect
machine in which every channel of communication, from games to music, from theater to the printing press, is self-managed on
minimal basics, and reused and discussed when communication comes from the outside.” (Umberto Eco)
The physical environment, the structure of the spaces, the organization of time, the family atmosphere, the religious and
professional commitments, and the expressive and playful moments acquire clear symbolic significance, harmonize aesthetic
and religious values, support aspirations and feelings, and develop a communication fully-charged with resonances that conquer
the mind and the heart of the young person, thus promoting his/her harmonious and integral development as a person.
Going Deeper



To communicate is also "to animate". The "method of animation". Let's clarify ideas: What is the meaning of animation
within an educational plan that is being developed or implemented?



Design a poster or write a “decalogue of animation”: "Animation is ..." ... "Animation is not ...".
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APOSTLES OF THE HOLY FAMILY (ASF)
Pontifical Right Institute of Women Religious
founded by Cardinal Giuseppe Guarino, Salesian Cooperator
The
Motivation
for the Founding
Cardinal Giuseppe
Guarino (1827-1897)
served as Archbishop of Syracuse (1872
-1875) and Messina
(1875-1897) in Sicily. He was an admirer of Don Bosco and was inspired
by his youth spirituality, eventually
becoming a Salesian Cooperator (by
his own account). He asked that Don
Bosco’s sons and daughters share the
Church’s mission in Messina. The
Salesian Sisters came to Ali in 1890.
The Salesians of Don Bosco arrived
at Randazzo in 1893. As Archbishop,
Cardinal Guarino placed a high priority on reaching out to the poor, the
young, and families with the pastoral care of the Church.
The Birth and a Brief History of
the Institute
On June 29, 1889, Bishop Guarino
founded the Congregation of the Little Servants of the Holy Family
(today called the “Apostles of the Holy Family”) from a group of Daughters of Mary who were imbued with
the Salesian Spirit. The Rule of this
new congregation was inspired by
the Visitation Sisters of St. Francis
de Sales’ motto: “for the moral and
civil education of children.” The first
house was established in Messina on
November 23, 1890. The Constitutions were approved on January 26,
1902. Unfortunately, the growth of
this congregation was blocked by the
tragic earthquake that struck Messina in 1908. The earthquake destroyed the buildings and dispersed
the few surviving Sisters. Under the
steady hand of Sr. Teresa Ferrara,
as Superior General, the Institute

was re-founded and the centers reconstructed (1912-1956). After Sr.
Teresa’s death, the Holy See assigned
a Daughter of Mary Help of Christians as Internal Apostolic Superior
for the congregation. A new Decree of
Erection was promulgated by the
Vatican on February 11, 1965. Beginning with the Special General Chapter
of 1970, the Institute sharpened its
educational identity,
took on its present
name, and asked for
spiritual
direction
from the Salesians
of Don Bosco. The
Constitutions were
updated and approved on November
21, 1981, with final approval coming
on December 13, 1982. The Apostles
of the Holy Family were accepted as
an Official Group of the Salesian
Family on December 18, 1984. The
Decree of Erection of the Institute
with Pontifical Right and the approval of the new Constitutions took place
on June 19, 1998.
Mission and Activities Today
The motto of the Congregation is
“Faith expressed in works of charity” (Gal 5:6). The Patrons are the Holy Family, St. Francis de Sales, St. Teresa of Avila, and St.
John Bosco. As Apostles of the Holy Family, the Sisters are
immersed
in
the
journey of love for
God, for their sanctification. They strive
to cooperate in the

formation of authentically Christian families in the
Church through the
education of young people. The
Apostles of the Holy Family promote
the integrity and holiness of the
family through the education of chil-

dren and young people in schools,
boarding schools, oratories, youth
and parish activities, through the
associations of Past Pupils, and in
the foreign missions. Mother Maria
Diana Mellace was elected Mother
General in 2019. The Apostles of the
Holy Family number 54 (51 perpetually professed, 3 temporary in temporary profession, 1 aspirant) in 10
communities: 8 in Italy (Lazio, Calabria, and Sicilia) and 2 in Brazil.
http://www.apostolesacrafamiglia.it/
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SISTERS OF JESUS THE ADOLESCENT (IJA)
Diocesan Right Institute of Women Religious
founded by Bishop Vicente Priante, SDB
The Motivation for the Founding
The beginnings
of the Sisters of
Jesus the Adolescent can be
traced back to
the
apostolic
heart of Bishop
Vincent Priante, SDB, soon after he
was appointed Bishop of Corumbá Mato Grosso, Brazil in 1933. Bishop
Priante found himself called to bring
the Gospel to an area as large as
France. Without the availability of
religious congregations or Catholic
lay catechists, Bishop Vincent decided to found a religious congregation
of sisters who would follow a missionary vocation. He began working
with a small group of women in the

area who were called the Daughters
of Mary. They came from irregular
families. In those days, women with
that background would not be accepted into religious congregations.
The Birth and a Brief History of
the Institute
On December 8, 1938, Bishop Priante founded the Sisters of Jesus the
Adolescent with the first 7 novices
professing in 1939. Unfortunately,
his death in 1944 left the Institute
weak. Bishop Priante’s successor,
Bishop Chavez entrusted leadership
for this new congregation to Mother

Josefina, FMA, who provided effective direction from 1952-1967. Under
her leadership, the Congregation
came to know and deepen Don
Bosco’s charism, spirituality, and
method of formation. After a time,
serious difficulties arose and the
number of the Professed fell from 74
to 28. The congregation was able to
get back on track after the Special
General Chapter in 1975 reorganized
the congregation and updated its
Constitutions in light of Vatican II
teachings on the Church and consecrated life. The Institute grew after
the Rule was updated further in
1982. The life and ministry of the
Sisters are closely connected with
Jesus the Adolescent and Mary Most
Holy. Nazareth is an important image for the Sisters as they see themselves as living the spirit of family
and the joy of interpersonal relationships that characterized the lives of
Jesus, Mary and Joseph. They imitate the Adolescent Jesus in caring
for the neediest and most rejected of
God’s family as a sign of his compassion and love. Their spirituality is
centered on the person of Jesus who
grew in wisdom, grace, and age before God and the people within the
Holy Family. From a pastoral point
of view, the sisters are committed to
the complete human, Christian, and
spiritual growth of their poorest
neighbors. Their spirituality is centered on the Person of Jesus Christ
and is nourished by the Gospel. The
sisters try to contemplate and imitate
the Immaculate Virgin Mary Help of
Christians in her fullness of love for
God and for their brothers and sisters. The Sisters of the Adolescent
Jesus were born and are nourished
by the spirit and mission of St. John

Bosco. The members recognize the
Rector Major of the
Society of St. Francis de Sales as the
Center of unity and
the bond of fidelity
to the Salesian Spirit. They received
recognition of belonging to the Salesian Family on January 1, 1989.
Mission and Activities Today
The Sisters of Jesus the Adolescent
have 19 members, present in 6 Communities in 3 Brazilian dioceses.
After the difficult years, the Lord
has blessed this congregation with
missionary vocations. With their
commitment to incarnating themselves within the lives of the simple
people, the Sisters live their religious consecration by giving an
evangelizing response to the real life
situations in which the people live
and the Church ministers: through
education of the poorer classes, family pastoral care, and various social
activities, with special attention given to children and the elderly, especially the poorest. The family is their
place and space for evangelization
and for journeying with children,
adolescents, and young people. The
congregation is working to renew
itself in greater fidelity to their calling: formation, pastoral outreach,
spiritual growth, communal living,
vocation development, and servant
leadership.
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CANÇÃO NOVA (CN)
Pontifical Right Private Association of the Faithful
founded by Monsignor Jonas Abib, SDB
The Motivation for
the Founding
The vocational path
for Mons. Jonas Abib
began in 1949 when he
studied graphic arts at the Salesian
technical school (São Manoel College) in Lavrinhas, in the state of
São Paulo (Brazil). This educational
experience was for Mons. Jonas the
sign that Don Bosco was in his life.
It led him to the realization of his
vocation. Mons. Jonas Abib, SDB,
was ordained a priest on December
8, 1966. Having become a Salesian,
Fr. Abib’s love for young people grew
further. Immediately after ordination, Mons. Jonas began his work
with young people with other confreres, promoting meetings in Campos do Jordão. As a pioneering movement, it included teachings, prayers,
music and group dynamics. In November 1971, Mons. Jonas learned
about the spirituality of the Catholic
Charismatic Renewal. The following
year he brought the “Seminar of New
Life in the Spirit” to his meetings
with young people. In 1976, the
Bishop of Lorena, Bishop Antonio
Affonso de Miranda invited the Mon-

signor to serve the young in the spirit
of Pope St. Paul VI’s Evangelii Nuntiandi. From this assignment was born
the experience of the “Catechumenates”: an in-depth catechetics course
for young people. In the course of
time, the formation and accompaniment of those young people became
increasingly demanding and structured. In 1977, Mons. Jonas built a
retreat house in Queluz (Sao Paolo)
called “Canção Nova – The House of
Mary.”
The Birth and a Brief History of
the Association
In November 1978, on the Feast of
Christ the King, Mons. Jonas challenged the young people who participated in that meeting: “Who is willing to leave his home to come and
live in community and work for evangelization?” On February 2, 1978, 12
young people - boys and girls - and 3
Salesian Sisters began a community
experience with Monsignor; thus, the
Canção Nova Community began. This
group dedicated itself to proclaiming
the Word of God through media –
audio tapes, radio, and television.
Eventually they developed a communication system using internet, mag-

azines, social networks, bookshops,
publishing houses, and recording
studios. They developed the social
development dimension of evangelization with an educational system,
socio-cultural activities, medical
care and promotion of life. On October 12, 2008, the Canção Nova community received recognition as an
international Pontifical Right Private Association of the Lay Faithful.
They became an Official Group of
the Salesian Family on January 21,
2009.

Mission and Activities Today
The charism of the Canção Nova
Community is to foster the experience of a personal encounter with
Jesus Christ, as the fruitfulness of
the Holy Spirit. The mission of the
Canção Nova Community is to evangelize by communicating Jesus and
the New Life that He has given us,
through both prayer meetings and
the mass media. It is also involved
in education, health, arts, culture
and social promotion, with the specific objective of contributing concretely to the transformation of the
human being and social structures.
The Community is currently present
in the following countries:
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Brazil, Portugal, Italy, France,
Mozambique, Israel, and the United
States.
Lucineide Barbosa, from the state of
Bahia, Northeast Brazil, has been a
Canção Nova Community missionary since 1997. Currently, she is the
one in charge of their mission in the
United States. She writes:
“We’re proud to be part of the Salesian Family and, today, I’m glad to
share some of our story.
We’re an association of faithful,
formed by priests and laity, who live
in Cachoeira Paulista, São Paulo,
Brazil (Canção Nova's headquarters), and are dedicated 100% to
missionary life in the Church –
these are called "core members”.
Canção Nova is also formed by
members who live in their own
homes, have their own jobs, and are
dedicated to a mission where they
are, and belong to many parishes.
These members are called "second
link".
All members are requested to assume a radical experience of the
consecration to God made in Baptism and Confirmation, becoming
part of the apostolate, and the life in
community. Such experience is inspired by the practice of evangelical
counsels.

Retreat for young people - November 2019 - Philadelphia

We are present in different countries,
including the United States. In Massachusetts, we have 5 members in the
Boston area: Clarete Mine, Mirtes Alarcão, Father Robert Carr, Deacon João
Carlos Medeiros and his wife Maria
Luiza Medeiros. These members are
“second link”.

2nd Link Members - Feb. 2019 - Boston, MA

missionary life in the church and
the Canção Nova Community so we
are also core members.
Ordinarily, Canção Nova organizes
and promotes retreats, conducts
prayer and formation meetings, as
well as evangelization programs via
social media and gives spiritual
guidance. Also, we sell our evangelization materials to spread God's
word, such as books, cd's, dvd's, etc.
During this unprecedented time,
the Covid-19 pandemic, we have
reduced our activities but still are
cultivating missionary ardor by
doing weekly formation meetings,
streamed Masses and online programs.”

Father Fabricio and I are working in
INSTAGRAM: CANCAONOVA.USA
Our Lady of Victory-Sacred Heart
Church in Mount Vernon, NY, where CATHOLIC AUDIO MEDIA PODCAST:
FRROBERTJCARR.PODBEAN.COM
our Canção Nova community will have
TV.CANCAONOVA.COM
a home base. We are dedicated 100% to

1000 people praise the Lord - "Abraça USA" Conference - Nov. 2019 - FL

Meeting with Eucharistic Ministers - Sept. 2019 Worcester, MA
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Invocation
Lord, make our faith become hope,
a concrete hope which gives reality to our desires.
The Word of the Gospel designs the plan
and the gift of the Spirit enables us to pursue it.
Thus, our hope becomes concrete charity, big and small choices
that lead to gestures of love,
of fraternal solidarity.
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ADMA: Association of Mary
Help of Christians
ADS: Damas Salesianas
CDB: Volunteers With Don
Bosco
CN: Canção Nova
CSMA: Congregation of St. Michael the Archangel
EXA-DB: SDB Past Pupils

EXA-FMA: FMA Past Pupils
FMA: Daughters of Mary Help
of Christians
SDB: Salesians of Don Bosco
SMI: Catechist Sisters of Mary
Immaculate Help of Christians
SSCC: Salesian Cooperators
VDB: Don Bosco Volunteers
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